
   
 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

Job / Position Title Associate Gardener 

Company Due North Gardens 

Supervisor Job Title Owner, Due North Gardens 
 

SUMMARY OF THE JOB: 

 

Casual gardener supporting the owner to provide gardening services to its clients. This includes 
garden cleanups, maintenance and renovation, lawn care.  

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:  

 
- Assistance with garden cleanup including pruning, weeding, hedging, fertilising and slashing. 
- Assistance with garden renovations including turfing, lawn edging, new garden plantings and 

assistance with watering system installation. 
- Assistance with lawn care including mowing, top dressing and fertilising. 
- Green waste management and disposal to the Seven Hills Recycling centre. 
- Lifting and onsite transporting of gardening materials including tools, mulch, soil, garden edging, 

cement and any other materials as required. 
- Compliance with workplace health and safety procedures. 

  
EDUCATION/TRAINING and/or EXPERIENCE: 

 
- Some experience in outdoor related manual work including gardening. 
- Reasonable physical fitness and a love of working outdoors. 
- Exposure to working with gardening power tools. 
- Some formal qualifications in Horticulture or studying towards is not essential but would be 

highly regarded. 
  

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES and CERTIFICATIONS/LICENSES:  

 

- Detailed understanding of safety procedures including safe work methods for all equipment. 
- Excellent communication skills (verbal) 
- Flexible and adaptable to various environmental conditions.  

ADDITIONAL POSITION REQUIREMENTS 

Travel: Work with owner (Based in Castle Hill) and travel around in company vehicle within the Hills 

District, Sydney only.  
  

GENERAL PROVISIONS: 
Company management reserves the right to add, delete or otherwise alter assigned duties at any time.  To perform this job successfully, an 
individual must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily.  The minimum qualifications listed are representative of the knowledge, 
skill, and/or ability required.  Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential 
functions. The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of the work being performed by people assigned to this 
classification. They are not intended to be construed as an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties and skills required of personnel so 
classified. 


